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TILA-RESPA INTEGRATION RULEMAKING
OUTLINE OF PROPOSALS UNDER CONSIDERATION AND
ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED
I. INTRODUCTION


For more than thirty-five years, two Federal laws (the Truth in Lending Act or “TILA,” and
the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act or “RESPA”) have required lenders and settlement
agents to give to consumers who take out a mortgage loan different but overlapping
disclosure forms regarding the loan’s terms and costs.1 This duplication has long been
recognized as inefficient and confusing for consumers and industry. As required by the
Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (Pub. L. 111-203, approved
July 21, 2010) (“Dodd-Frank Act”),2 the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (“CFPB”) is
proposing to resolve this problem by combining the disclosures. The Dodd-Frank Act
establishes two goals for the consolidation: to improve consumer understanding of mortgage
loan transactions; and to facilitate industry compliance with TILA and RESPA.



The CFPB has prepared this summary of the proposals under consideration to assist the
Small Business Review Panel convened under the Small Business Regulatory Enforcement
Fairness Act (or “SBREFA”) and the small entities that advise that panel. The summary
serves to facilitate the SBREFA panel process and, accordingly, focuses in part on the
benefits and costs of the proposals under consideration for small entities. It is important to
note, however, that the proposals under consideration are expected to have substantial
benefits for consumers. Some examples of potential consumer benefits are provided in this
summary for context, but these examples are not exhaustive and are intended to be
illustrative only.
o The CFPB has been working on redesigning the disclosure forms to make them
simpler and more comprehensible, and the design of prototype forms under
consideration has been refined to incorporate extensive consumer and industry
feedback gathered through online tools and one-on-one testing across the country. By
conveying information on key loan terms clearly, the redesigned disclosure forms
may improve the ability of consumers to shop for and compare mortgage terms across
loan offers and improve their understanding of mortgage loan transactions.
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TILA (Pub. L. 90-321, approved May 29, 1968; 82 Stat. 146) is codified at 15 U.S.C. 1601 et seq.
(http://143.231.180.80/view.xhtml?path=/title15/chapter41).

RESPA (Pub. L. 93-533, approved December 22, 1974; 88 Stat. 1724) is codified at 12 U.S.C. 2601-2617
(http://143.231.180.80/view.xhtml?path=/title12/chapter27).
2

Dodd-Frank Act, secs. 1032(f), 1098, and 1100A (http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/PLAW-111publ203/pdf/PLAW111publ203.pdf). Also attached as Attachment A.

o The proposals under consideration would also seek to improve borrowers’ ability to
shop by more clearly delineating between estimates regulated by TILA and RESPA
and non-binding preapplication estimates.
o Further, the proposals under consideration may reduce the magnitude and frequency
of changes in costs between application and closing and may decrease the likelihood
that consumers will face unexpected changes in costs due to “bait and switch” tactics.


Consistent with SBREFA, this summary provides a preliminary, qualitative assessment of the
potential benefits and costs to the types of small businesses that would be subject to the
proposals under consideration—namely, mortgage lenders (such as community banks and
credit unions), mortgage brokers, and settlement agents. Drawing in part on information
gained through the SBREFA panel process, the CFPB will publish with the proposed rule
more extensive analysis of the benefits and costs to consumers and firms and of the impacts
on small entities specifically.



The integration of TILA and RESPA mortgage disclosure forms follows on the 2008
revisions by the Department of Housing and Urban Development (“HUD”) to the RESPA
rules and disclosure forms (“2008 RESPA rule”), which took effect in 2010. Some of the
objectives of that rule and the CFPB’s proposals under consideration are broadly similar.
However, the details of the 2008 RESPA rule and the CFPB’s proposals under consideration
differ substantially and occur in very different contexts. Thus, although HUD conducted an
extensive analysis to forecast the effects of the 2008 rule, it is difficult to extrapolate the
effects of the CFPB’s proposals under consideration based on that earlier forecast.3
o For example, though the 2008 RESPA rule substantially modified the GFE and
HUD-1 forms to be more similar to one another, the revisions were less extensive
than the integration of the TILA and RESPA forms mandated by the Dodd-Frank
Act. At the same time, the 2008 RESPA rule did not reduce the number of
disclosure forms provided, which the proposals under consideration would do.
o The 2008 RESPA rule also imposed for the first time limitations on increases in
the settlement costs estimated in the GFE. In contrast, the proposals under
consideration would tighten those limitations somewhat under limited
circumstances.
o HUD also necessarily made strong assumptions in forecasting the 2008 RESPA
rule’s effects and noted that, in some instances, the effects were unknown.4
Several questions that the CFPB is posing to the small entity representatives

3

The estimated impacts of the 2008 RESPA rule are discussed in detail in HUD’s RESPA Regulatory Impact
Analysis and Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis, FR-5180-F-02 (the “HUD Impact Analysis”)
(http://www.hud.gov/offices/hsg/ramh/res/impactanalysis.pdf).
4

For example, referring to the time cost of employees learning new loan origination software, HUD stated: “The
actual amount of time required to familiarize oneself with the new software is unknown.” HUD Impact Analysis, p.
6-39. HUD similarly stated that the amount of legal services required and cost of training employees on the new
GFE was unknown. Id. at pp. 6-40 and 6-41.
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(SERs)5 are intended to gauge the actual costs of the changes small entities made
following the 2008 RESPA rule. The CFPB will consider any specific
information that the SERs are able to provide in estimating the potential costs to
small entities of implementing the proposals under consideration.
o Finally, the earlier HUD forecast could not account for changes in the industry
that have occurred since 2008, including changes that occurred in the course of
implementing the 2008 RESPA rule itself. For example, to the extent that the
2008 RESPA rule prompted more lenders to move to electronic recordkeeping or
automated compliance systems, their implementation costs for the proposals now
under consideration by the CFPB could be significantly different than for
implementation of the earlier rule. Moreover, lenders’ experiences with the
current tolerance framework may affect the amount of legal advice they seek
regarding further revisions to tolerances. Several questions that the CFPB is
posing to the SERs are intended to gauge changes that have occurred since the
2008 RESPA rule and their impact on implementation of the proposals under
consideration.
The CFPB thus has considered the HUD Impact Analysis and used it to help inform the CFPB’s
own preliminary analysis and the questions for the SERs. However, for the reasons discussed
above, the CFPB does not believe the HUD Impact Analysis necessarily forecasts the potential
costs and benefits to SERs from the proposals now under consideration.
II. STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVES AND LEGAL BASIS


The Dodd-Frank Act requires the CFPB to propose rules and forms combining certain TILA
and RESPA disclosures for loans subject to either law or to both laws by July 21, 2012.
The CFPB plans to meet this mandate by proposing amendments to Regulation X, which
implements RESPA, and Regulation Z, which implements TILA.6
o In connection with any closed-end credit transaction secured by a consumer’s
dwelling and subject to RESPA, TILA and Regulation Z require creditors to provide
good faith estimates of loan terms (such as the annual percentage rate or “APR”)
within three business days after receiving the consumer’s mortgage application (the
“early TIL”). If the APR on the early TIL becomes inaccurate, TILA requires the
creditor to provide a corrected disclosure at least three business days before closing
(the “final TIL”). In certain circumstances, TILA imposes civil liability for violations
of these disclosure requirements and provides for administrative enforcement by

5

Questions designed to assist SERs in participating in the SBREFA panel process are set out in a separate document
entitled “Discussion Issues for Small Entity Representatives.”
6

Regulation X is codified in 12 CFR part 1024 (http://ecfr.gpoaccess.gov/cgi/t/text/textidx?c=ecfr&sid=527bcc8f016e5c387a75a560fd8841e9&rgn=div5&view=text&node=12:8.0.2.14.17&idno=12).
Regulation Z is codified in 12 CFR part 1026 (http://ecfr.gpoaccess.gov/cgi/t/text/textidx?c=ecfr&sid=b77ba4a55e2cc08bf5cc69ad5413a536&rgn=div5&view=text&node=12:8.0.2.14.18&idno=12).
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appropriate agencies, including the CFPB.
o In connection with any federally related mortgage loan,7 RESPA and Regulation X
require that lenders provide a good faith estimate of the amount or range of charges
for certain settlement services the borrower is likely to incur in connection with the
settlement (such as fees for an appraisal or a title search) and related loan information
within three days after receiving the consumer’s application (the “Good Faith
Estimate” or “GFE”). RESPA also requires that “the person conducting the
settlement” (typically the settlement or closing agent) provide the consumer with a
completed, itemized statement of settlement charges at or before consummation of the
loan (the “HUD-1 settlement statement”). RESPA does not impose civil liability for
violations of these disclosure requirements, but administrative enforcement by
appropriate agencies is available.
o The CFPB is planning to combine the disclosures that consumers receive shortly after
application (the early TIL and the GFE) and the disclosures that consumers receive at
or before closing (the final TIL and the HUD-1 settlement statement). The proposals
under consideration by the CFPB would apply only to closed-end credit transactions
(i.e., home equity lines would not be covered) and would not apply to reverse
mortgages.


The Dodd-Frank Act also made several amendments to the disclosure requirements in TILA
and RESPA. In particular, the Dodd-Frank Act amended TILA to require the creditor to
disclose in the early and final TIL the aggregate amount of settlement charges provided in
connection with the loan, which was previously disclosed only by the settlement agent in the
RESPA-required HUD-1 settlement statement.

III. OUTLINE OF PROPOSALS UNDER CONSIDERATION
A. Integrated TILA and RESPA Disclosures


Through extensive one-on-one testing and online feedback from consumers and industry, the
CFPB is developing simpler, integrated disclosure forms that may help consumers to better
understand mortgage transactions and to select the loan that best fits their needs.
o The “Loan Estimate” would be provided within three business days after application
and replace the early TIL and GFE. This disclosure would summarize the key loan
terms and estimated loan and settlement costs for consumers and can be used by
consumers to compare different loans. See Attachments B-1 and B-2 for alternative
prototypes.8

7

RESPA defines “federally related mortgage loan” broadly to encompass virtually any purchase money or refinance
loan that is secured by a first or subordinate lien on residential real property designed principally for the occupancy
of from one to four families.
8

Attachment B-1 was tested in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, in January 2012, and Attachment B-2 was tested in
Chicago, Illinois, in August 2011. Both forms were tested with consumers and lenders. Among other differences,
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o The “Settlement Disclosure” would be provided to consumers prior to the closing of
the loan transaction and replace the final TIL and HUD-1. In addition to
summarizing the final loan terms and costs, this disclosure would provide consumers
with a detailed accounting of the transaction. See Attachments C-1 and C-2 for
alternative prototypes.9


The CFPB has conducted one-on-one testing of the forms in 8 cities across the country with
more than 75 consumers and more than 15 industry participants.10 In addition, the CFPB’s
Know Before You Owe website has received over 27,000 remarks on the prototype
disclosures.11 After each round of testing and online input, the CFPB has used the feedback
to refine and improve the forms.



TILA authorizes the CFPB to publish model forms for the TILA disclosures. In contrast,
RESPA authorizes the CFPB to require the use of standard forms (e.g., the prescribed GFE
and HUD-1 settlement statement forms). Model forms benefit lenders by providing them
with safe harbors for complying with disclosure obligations, while preserving flexibility for
lenders to vary from the model so long as they adhere to the regulation. Standard forms
allow less flexibility for lenders but provide consistency for both consumers and lenders. In
light of these considerations, the CFPB is considering whether to propose a rule that requires
use of standard forms under RESPA for the Loan Estimate and Settlement Disclosure for
mortgage loan transactions that are subject to RESPA. Transactions that are subject only to
TILA would not be required to use the model forms, consistent with the provisions of that
statute.

Attachment B-1 itemizes the closing costs on page 2, while Attachment B-2 groups certain categories of closing
costs together, similar to how closing costs are disclosed on the current GFE form. The CFPB has not prepared a
prototype for every possible set of loan terms but plans to provide extensive samples with the proposed and final
rules.
9

These prototypes were tested with consumers, lenders, and settlement agents in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, in
January 2012. These have been designed, in part, to help consumers compare the final costs and terms with the
costs and terms in the Loan Estimate. In particular, the Loan Estimate and Settlement Disclosure prototypes have
the same first page and organize closing costs in the same categories. Among the differences between the two
Settlement Disclosure prototypes, pages 2 and 3 of Attachment C-1 contain line numbers in the “Summaries of
Transactions” and “Closing Cost Details” sections (similar to the current HUD-1 settlement statement), while the
same sections on pages 2 and 3 of Attachment C-2 do not have line numbers. Also, the “What Changed?” charts
on page 2 of Attachment C-1 and page 3 of Attachment C-2, highlighting the differences between the estimated
and final amounts on the Loan Estimate and the Settlement Disclosure, contain varying levels of detail. Finally,
note that these two prototypes reflect the current rules in Regulation X regarding increases in closing costs between
initial and final disclosures, rather than the proposals under consideration for this rulemaking, which are discussed
below in Section III.C.
10

Testing has been conducted in Baltimore, Maryland; Los Angeles, California; Chicago, Illinois; Enfield,
Connecticut; Albuquerque, New Mexico; Des Moines, Iowa; Birmingham, Alabama; and Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.

11

Examples of consumer and industry responses to the prototypes of the disclosures can be seen in the CFPB blog,
including at: www.consumerfinance.gov/know-before-you-owe-go;
www.consumerfinance.gov/13000-lessons-learned; and
www.consumerfinance.gov/know-before-you-owe-its-closing-time.
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Potential Impacts on Small Entities
Benefits
 The CFPB believes that reducing the number of TILA and RESPA disclosures, integrating
the disclosure forms, and clarifying conflicting or ambiguous regulatory requirements will
likely reduce burdens on an ongoing basis on all parties involved with the residential
mortgage process, including small entities.


Replacing the current four required disclosure forms (i.e., the early TIL, the GFE, the final
TIL and the HUD-1 settlement statement) with two integrated forms (i.e., the Loan Estimate
and the Settlement Disclosure) may reduce the burden of coordinating and producing
disclosures.



The integrated forms require a single method of determining similar disclosed amounts that
are calculated differently today under TILA and RESPA, which may further reduce the
burden of producing the disclosures.12



As discussed above, the integrated disclosure forms are being developed through extensive
one-on-one testing and online feedback from consumers and industry. The incorporation of
this feedback into the forms design will yield simpler, more comprehensible, and more
effective forms, which, in turn, may reduce the time spent by lenders answering borrowers’
questions. Moreover, the uniform calculations (noted above) may reduce time lenders spend
reconciling estimates and explaining them to borrowers.



Each of these considerations—uniform calculations, reduced number of disclosure forms,
and reduced time answering borrower questions—may reduce the time and therefore the cost
of producing and conveying the disclosures. The questions for the SERs address the costs
(including time) of preparing the current TILA and RESPA forms and the factors that may
affect the costs (including time) of preparing the new forms.

Costs
This section discusses potential one-time and ongoing costs for small entities associated with the
transition to and use of the integrated mortgage disclosure forms.


Implementing the new forms would presumably require new or updated software and
compliance systems, as well as associated costs for training employees. These would be onetime costs. However, it is possible that routine systems updates would at least partially
mitigate these one-time costs since the costs would, in part, already be budgeted. Therefore,
to help the CFPB understand the costs attributable to the new forms, the SERs are being
asked whether (a) they would expect to have otherwise incurred these one-time costs due to
software or systems changes that would occur even if the proposals under consideration were
not put in place or (b) these costs would be mitigated by using vendors that offer free updates
and training to small entities.

12

For example, RESPA requires that the disclosed monthly payment include monthly amounts other than principal
and interest, while TILA strictly requires that the disclosed monthly payment only include principal and interest.
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The proposals under consideration are not, by themselves, anticipated to require subsequent
updates of software and compliance systems beyond the initial update. To the extent any
subsequent upgrades or training are required, however, they would presumably be in lieu of
upgrades and training that would already have occurred to comply with the current rules. A
question for the SERs is how the proposals under consideration may change these ongoing
costs.



Entities may also incur one-time costs in obtaining legal advice regarding the integrated
forms, which will vary by jurisdiction.
o In the HUD Impact Analysis, HUD noted that the amount and cost of legal advice that
entities might incur as a result of the 2008 RESPA rule was unknown.13 HUD assumed
legal advice cost $200 per hour on average and that lenders sought ten hours of legal
advice on average.14 The CFPB’s questions to SERs attempt to gauge the costs of legal
advice that small entities actually incurred as a result of the 2008 RESPA rule and
whether the costs of the legal advice stemming from the integrated disclosure forms
under consideration would be higher, lower, or about the same as the realized costs of the
2008 RESPA rule.



The Dodd-Frank Act mandated a number of new disclosure items, such as a negative
amortization statement and a total interest percentage (“TIP”) disclosure, but these new
disclosures are not expected to have a significant ongoing cost. Most of these disclosures are
based on information that should be readily ascertainable by the entity providing the
disclosure.
o Disclosure of the lender’s cost of funds might be more difficult to calculate, particularly
since the source of funds may not be known when the disclosure is provided. Therefore,
the proposal under consideration would instead require the lender to disclose a publicly
available cost of funds index.

B. Provision of the Loan Estimate


13

Under TILA and RESPA, a lender or mortgage broker is not required to provide the good
faith estimates of loan terms and settlement costs in the early TIL and GFE until it has
received an “application.”

HUD Impact Analysis, p. 6-40.

14

This estimated cost calculation would be proportional to the assumed average cost of legal services and the
assumed average hours of legal advice that lenders sought. The references to HUD’s estimates of average legalservices cost of $200 per hour and average need for ten hours of legal advice are intended to roughly illustrate the
potential order of magnitude of such costs and should not interpreted as an indication of the CFPB’s concurrence
with those estimates. Legal fees would vary based on a variety of factors, such as the market rate for legal services
in the small entity’s jurisdiction, whether counsel is sought on a one-time basis or is on retainer, and whether the
small entity is able to have legal questions answered in-house or by utilizing associational membership resources.
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Under the current regulations, the receipt of the following information by the lender or
mortgage broker constitutes receipt of an “application”: (1) borrower’s name; (2) monthly
income; (3) social security number to obtain a credit report; (4) the property address; (5) an
estimate of the value of the property; (6) loan amount sought; and (7) any other information
deemed necessary by the lender.15



Concerns have been raised that the early TIL and GFE are often provided too late in the
process of shopping for a mortgage loan to help consumers decide which loan is best for
them.

1. Definition of “Application”


One source of these concerns is that the seventh item in the regulatory definition of
“application” (i.e., any other information deemed necessary by the lender) could allow
lenders and mortgage brokers to delay providing the early TIL and GFE until relatively late
in the loan process by delaying collection of information deemed “necessary.” For example,
the current rules would allow a lender to delay providing a GFE while it gathered more
information about the property or the consumer’s assets and liabilities. Any delay in
receiving the GFE may limit a borrower’s ability to effectively shop, particularly if the
borrower must close on the loan by a particular date.



The current rules encourage lenders and mortgage brokers to provide the good faith estimates
early in the loan process by prohibiting lenders from collecting any fees from a consumer
(other than a credit report fee) until the estimates are provided.16 In order to further
encourage early provision of these estimates, the CFPB is considering a proposal that would
remove the seventh item (“any other information deemed necessary by the lender”) from the
definition of “application.” The CFPB will seek input and information on whether this
change would result in less accurate estimates.

Potential Impacts on Small Entities
 Eliminating lenders’ and brokers’ ability to wait to provide a good faith estimate until after
they receive “any other information deemed necessary” could increase the burden on lenders
and brokers. In particular, a lender or broker that receives the required six items under the
revised definition but prefers to seek additional information before issuing disclosures would
have only three days to do so before issuing a Loan Estimate (in contrast to the current
regulations, which allow the lender or broker to gather such additional information before the
three-day window comes into play).

15

Regulation X (implementing RESPA) defines “application” in 12 CFR 1024.2. Regulation Z (implementing
TILA) adopts the Regulation X definition, in 12 CFR part 1026, Supplement I (Comment 19(a)(1)(i)-3).

16

12 CFR 1024.7(a)(4) and (b)(4) (Regulation X) and 12 CFR 1026.19(a)(1)(ii) (Regulation Z).
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Alternatives Considered
 The CFPB has also considered removing additional items from the regulatory definition of
“application,” so as to limit the definition to only the information required to obtain a credit
report and to estimate the loan-to-value ratio. However, lenders may need those additional
items to provide accurate estimates.
2. Preapplication Estimates


Another source of concern is that many lenders and mortgage brokers provide consumers
preliminary estimates of loan terms and settlement costs that are not explicitly regulated by
TILA or RESPA before providing consumers with the estimates governed by those statutes
(the early TIL and GFE).17 Consumers can benefit from gathering these preliminary
estimates during the shopping process. But consumers may select a loan mistakenly
believing that the preliminary estimates have the same legal significance as the TILA and
RESPA disclosures. As a result, consumers might curtail shopping because a preliminary
estimate offers attractive loan terms, and they may be surprised by changes in the actual loan
terms offered if they believed the preliminary estimate was binding.



Accordingly, the CFPB is considering proposing to require that any preapplication,
consumer-specific written estimate of loan terms or settlement charges contain a prominent
disclaimer indicating that the document is not the Loan Estimate required by TILA and
RESPA. This requirement would not apply to general advertisements.

Potential Impacts on Small Entities
 If small entities provide preapplication, consumer-specific loan estimates, the cost associated
with adding the disclaimer language is expected to be de minimis, because the CFPB plans to
provide a brief, standard statement for use by lenders and brokers, which should not require
significant redesign of existing estimate materials or require additional pages.
C. Restrictions on Charging Higher Settlement Costs than Initially Disclosed


HUD’s 2008 RESPA rule limits the circumstances in which a lender can charge the
consumer more at closing than the lender estimated in the GFE provided to the consumer
three business days after application.18
o The lender’s charges for its own services, referred to here as “lender charges,” generally
cannot exceed the lender’s estimates. This limitation is sometimes referred to as a “zero
tolerance.”

17

The prevalence of lenders issuing worksheets is indicated by HUD addressing the practice in its Frequently Asked
Questions regarding compliance with the 2008 RESPA rule. See
http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/documents/huddoc?id=resparulefaqs422010.pdf (p. 12, FAQs #35-36).

18

73 Fed. Reg. 68,204 (Nov. 17, 2008), codified at 24 CFR 3500.7(e) (now 12 CFR 1024.7(e)).
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o Charges for settlement services provided by third parties such as appraisals and title
work, referred to here as “third-party charges,” generally cannot exceed the amounts
estimated in the GFE by more than 10% in total. This limitation is sometimes referred to
as a “10% tolerance.”
o The rule lists certain limited exceptions in which higher charges are permitted. For
example, higher charges are permitted when the borrower requests a change, when the
GFE expires, or when a valid change in circumstance occurs (such as when new
information about the borrower or transaction is discovered). However, the lender must
provide the consumer with a new GFE disclosing the higher cost.


The 2008 RESPA rule addresses an important problem: it reduces the chance that consumers
will be surprised shortly before closing by lender and third-party charges that are
significantly higher than initially disclosed. The rule makes lenders provide consumers with
more reliable upfront cost estimates by limiting the circumstances in which the actual costs
can be higher than the estimates and requiring that consumers be notified when something
causes costs to increase. Moreover, lenders must retain documentation of these “changed
circumstances.” HUD intended the rule to make it easier for consumers to shop on the
estimates and harder for an unscrupulous lender to provide low initial estimates and then
reveal that the actual charges are higher right before closing, when the consumer may feel
there is no option but to go through with the transaction.



Some think the 2008 RESPA rule is too lax, others think that it is too restrictive, and many
think that it is difficult to understand. The CFPB is considering proposals that would balance
the objective of improving the reliability of the estimates lenders give consumers shortly
after application, with the objective of preserving lenders’ flexibility to respond to
unanticipated changes that occur during the loan process. Improving the reliability of the
estimates may benefit consumers by improving their ability to compare loan terms and
reducing the likelihood that they could face unexpected changes in costs due to “bait and
switch” tactics.19
o As noted above, the 2008 RESPA rule prevents a lender from charging more for its
own services than the lender estimated in the GFE unless the lender can show that
one of the exceptions applies (zero tolerance). However, charges for services such as
appraisals and title work can exceed the estimates in the GFE by up to 10% at closing

19

There are longstanding concerns about the reliability of estimates given in the GFE. See, e.g., Board of Governors
of the Federal Reserve System and HUD Joint Report to Congress Concerning Reform to the Truth in Lending Act
and the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act (July 1998), p. 20 (“Consumers report many instances in which the
costs disclosed on the GFE were significantly lower than those actually charged at closing [and] . . . cases in which
some fees charged at closing were completely left off the GFE. To the extent these discrepancies exist, they make
the GFE unreliable as a shopping tool; consumers cannot effectively compare settlement service costs if they cannot
rely on the costs that are initially disclosed.”) (http://www.federalreserve.gov/boarddocs/rptcongress/tila.pdf).
Moreover, the HUD Impact Analysis noted HUD’s intent that the rule would balance “the flexibility originators
need to properly underwrite, while limiting bait-and-switch methods whereby the originator uses the GFE to draw in
a borrower and, after a significant application fee is paid or burdensome documentation demands are made, claims
that a material change has resulted in a more expensive loan offering,” p. 3-80 (emphasis added).
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without any such justification (10% tolerance). The CFPB believes that, in the cases
described below, it may be appropriate to hold lenders to a higher standard when
estimating the cost of these services.
o Specifically, the proposals under consideration by the CFPB would apply the zero
tolerance to a larger range of charges. As a result, a lender would be required to
retain documentation sufficient to show its supervisory agency that one of the
exceptions applies whenever a cost for a service provided by a company that is owned
by or affiliated with the lender proves to be higher than estimated in the GFE.
Lenders should be better able to estimate the cost of services provided by a company
they own or with which they are affiliated because of their knowledge of the
company’s business. In addition, applying a stricter standard to these services would
address concerns that lenders could profit directly or indirectly from an unjustified
10% cost increase.
o Furthermore, the proposals under consideration would apply the zero tolerance and
require the lender to show that an exception applies whenever a cost for a service
provided by a company selected by the lender proves to be higher than estimated in
the GFE. A company would be considered selected by the lender if consumers are
required to choose only from a list of service providers prepared by the lender (i.e., if
consumers are not permitted to shop for their own provider). Lenders should be
better able to estimate the cost of these services because of their experience with the
providers they choose. In addition, it may be appropriate to hold lenders to a higher
standard when they do not allow consumers to shop for their own provider.
o In contrast, for services provided by other companies, the proposals under
consideration would leave in place the current rule allowing the actual cost to be up to
10% higher in the Settlement Disclosure.


The proposals under consideration by the CFPB also would seek to reduce unnecessary
compliance burden by resolving ambiguities in the rule. For example:
o Many lenders say they believe that the current rule requires them to reissue a GFE
every time they discover that the actual amount of a third-party charge exceeds the
estimate in the GFE, even if the increase is less than 10%. As a result, lenders may
be reissuing GFEs unnecessarily. This practice is not only burdensome for lenders
but may harm consumers if the third-party charges can increase an additional 10%
each time the GFE is reissued. The proposals under consideration would ensure that
the rule does not require lenders to reissue the Loan Estimate unless and until the
costs subject to the 10% limitation increase based on valid changes in circumstance
by more than 10% in total. Furthermore, the proposals under consideration would
protect consumers by ensuring that the 10% leeway provided to lenders applies only
when the lender has reissued the Loan Estimate based on a valid change in
circumstance.
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o The 2008 RESPA rule permits lenders to use the average cost of a service in order to
ease compliance burden. However, lenders have reported to the CFPB that the rule
imposes accounting requirements that make this method too burdensome to use. The
proposal would revise the rule to provide more guidance and to facilitate use of
average cost pricing.
o Industry reports that inconsistency between RESPA and TILA terminology creates
significant compliance burden because lenders must design systems and practices that
comply with the requirements of both laws. For example, TILA establishes
disclosure requirements for “creditors,” while RESPA establishes requirements for
“lenders.” The proposals under consideration would reconcile these inconsistencies.
o HUD issued hundreds of Frequently Asked Questions to provide guidance regarding
compliance with the 2008 RESPA rule. The proposals under consideration would
further streamline and clarify the 2008 RESPA rule by incorporating that guidance
into the regulation or official commentary to Regulation Z, as necessary and
appropriate, and by making it clearer and easier to use.


Finally, the proposals under consideration would seek to improve the CFPB’s ability to
monitor the effectiveness of the 2008 RESPA rule, and the proposed amendments under
consideration, by imposing new data retention requirements, which are described in more
detail in Section III.E below.

Potential Impacts on Small Entities
Benefits
 Limiting increases in settlement costs for affiliated service providers and third party service
providers for which consumers cannot shop may make it more difficult for unscrupulous
actors to engage in “bait and switch” tactics, in which consumers are given low initial
estimates and then charged higher prices at closing. This could benefit honest firms by
reducing unfair competition.


The proposals under consideration may ease compliance burden and mitigate the need for
ongoing personnel training, legal consultation and similar expenses by eliminating
ambiguities in the current rules.

Costs
 Because of ongoing relationships, lenders are in a better position to know the typical charges
of affiliated firms and firms they engage repeatedly and require consumers to use. In some
cases, however, the actual costs of providing settlement services might be higher than the
lender anticipated.
o Under Regulation X, the lender may reissue the GFE if any of the limited exceptions
permitting higher charges at closing applies (e.g., the borrower requests a change, the
GFE expires, or a valid change in circumstance occurs, such as when new
information about the borrower or transaction is discovered). Since the proposal
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under consideration would subject additional categories of settlement costs to the
zero tolerance, it is possible that at least some lenders would reissue GFEs more
frequently than they do now based on increased assertions of an applicable exception
to the regulation, which would increase burden (e.g., printer and paper costs, storage
costs, staff time).20 As argued in the HUD Impact Analysis, any increase likely
would be minimal in most cases, but the specific impact would vary depending on
whether a lender currently uses fully automated systems.21 Based on its preliminary
research, the CFPB believes that available compliance software likely offers the
functionality to track the timing and reasons for changed circumstances.
o If the higher than expected costs of affiliates or of providers selected by the lender
would not arise from a valid change as defined by regulation (e.g., when new
information about the borrower or transaction is discovered or when the borrower
requests a change), the lender might have to absorb these costs. If this would occur
frequently enough to materially raise lenders’ operating costs, lenders would likely
pass some or all of these increases on to consumers through other charges such as
higher origination fees. Higher origination fees or other charges might place these
lenders at a competitive disadvantage and, accordingly, strengthen the competitive
position of lenders with costs that are lower and more reliable.
Alternatives Considered
 The CFPB has also considered the following alternatives:
o Significantly narrowing the exceptions permitting increases in settlement charges in
order to restrict the ability of a lender to charge more for its own services or for thirdparty settlement services than the lender initially estimated. However, the CFPB was
concerned that this approach could prevent lenders from increasing settlement
charges to reflect justifiable increases in costs.
o Preserving the 2008 RESPA rule as-is. However, as discussed above, the CFPB
believes that the rule can likely be improved by requiring lenders to provide
consumers with more accurate estimates of settlement charges and reducing
compliance burden for industry.
D. Provision of the Settlement Disclosure


TILA and RESPA establish different timing requirements for disclosing final loan terms and
costs to consumers and require different parties to provide the TILA and RESPA disclosure
forms:

20

Regulation X requires that loan originators document the reasons for provided revised GFEs, and retain such
documentation for no less than three years after settlement.

21

HUD Impact Analysis, p. 6-46.
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3 Days After
Application

3 Days
Before
Closing

TILA
Creditor must deliver or mail
APR and other terms (early
TIL) to consumer
If actual APR exceeds APR as
disclosed in early TIL beyond
the tolerance, consumer must
receive a revised disclosure
from the creditor

Borrower can request inspection of a
settlement statement that is based on
information known to settlement agent
at that time

1 Day Before
Closing

At or Before
Closing



RESPA
Lender or broker must deliver or mail
the GFE to consumer

Creditor must provide final
APR and other terms (final
TIL) to consumer

Settlement agent provides the completed
settlement statement to consumer

In order to meet the Dodd-Frank Act’s mandate to integrate the disclosures required by TILA
and RESPA, the proposals under consideration must reconcile these statutory differences.

1. Timing of Settlement Disclosure


The CFPB is considering issuing a proposal to require delivery of the integrated Settlement
Disclosure three business days before closing in all circumstances.
o As a general matter, consumers would receive their final loan terms and settlement
charges three days before closing. However, in order to prevent unnecessary closing
delays, limited changes would be permitted after provision of the Settlement
Disclosure to reflect common adjustments, such as changes to recording fees.
o Reissuance of the Settlement Disclosure and an additional three-day waiting period
would be required only if during the three days after issuance of the Settlement
Disclosure: (a) the APR in the Settlement Disclosure increases by more than 1/8 of
1 percent (which is the current threshold for redisclosure under TILA); (b) an
adjustable-rate feature, prepayment penalty, negative amortization feature, interestonly feature, balloon payment, or demand feature is added to the loan; or (c) the
amount needed to close shown in the Settlement Disclosure increases beyond a
specific tolerance (amount to be determined).
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Potential Impacts on Small Entities
 Requiring that three business days elapse between the time the Settlement Disclosure is
provided and the closing could result in closing delays if, for example, the consumer is under
a contractual obligation to close by a particular date, which may have negative consequences
for the lender and the settlement provider (e.g., lost revenue if transactions fall through and
legal exposure).22


The burden of the three-day requirement could fall disproportionately on small entities if
they have less ability to ensure timely delivery of final charges. The SERs are being asked a
series of questions regarding the specific impacts of this requirement.

Alternatives Considered
 The CFPB has also considered requiring provision of the Settlement Disclosure three
business days before closing only when, after the Loan Estimate is given, the APR in the
Loan Estimate increases by more than 1/8 of 1 percent or an adjustable-rate feature is added
to the loan. In all other circumstances, the Settlement Disclosure would have been provided
at or before closing. However, the CFPB is concerned that this approach would allow
significant increases in the cash needed to close without sufficient notice to the consumer.23


In addition, the CFPB has considered expanding the current rules allowing consumers to
waive the three-day waiting period in cases of bona fide personal financial emergency.
However, the CFPB is concerned that such an expansion would enable lenders to pressure
consumers into waiving the waiting period because consumers may be unwilling or unable to
challenge a cost increase that occurs shortly before closing.

2. Responsibility for Providing the Settlement Disclosure


The CFPB is considering proposing two alternative approaches for assigning responsibility
for providing the integrated Settlement Disclosure to the consumer. The questions to SERs
seek information on the costs associated with the alternative approaches.
o Alternative #1: The lender would be solely responsible for delivering the Settlement
Disclosure to the consumer.
o Alternative #2: The lender would be responsible for preparing the TILA-required
information on the Settlement Disclosure, and the settlement agent would be
responsible for preparing the RESPA-required information. However, the lender and
settlement agent would be jointly responsible for providing the consumer with an
integrated Settlement Disclosure three days before closing.

22

As discussed above, limited changes would be permitted at closing to reflect common adjustments (e.g.,
determination of recording fees) and last-minute negotiations between buyers and sellers.
23

For example, assume a 30-year fixed rate $220,500 mortgage loan with $3,500 in finance charges. The APR
disclosed on the Loan Estimate is 4.511%. For the APR to increase by more than 1/8 of 1% and thus trigger
redisclosure, the finance charges would have to increase by $3,145, to a total of $6,645.
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Potential Impacts on Small Entities of Alternative #1 (Delivery by Lender)
 This alternative would place greater liability risk and logistical burden on lenders. Lenders
may need to hire additional staff and may incur legal costs in seeking advice regarding the
liability of disclosing RESPA content on the Settlement Disclosure.
o However, the Dodd-Frank Act amended TILA to require lenders to disclose in the
early and final TILA disclosures the aggregate settlement costs provided in
connection with the loan.24 Thus, the incremental effect of this alternative is
mitigated by the fact that, because of the statute, some of the burden would shift to
lenders under either alternative.


Shifting responsibility for delivering the Settlement Disclosure from settlement agents to
lenders would likely alter settlement agents’ role, but the exact impact is difficult to predict.
Lenders and settlement agents already coordinate completion and provision of the current
HUD-1 settlement statement. If lenders were responsible for providing the Settlement
Disclosure, these relationships may need to be renegotiated or formalized, which could
require personnel time and result in legal fees for outside counsel.
o Lenders may be more likely to enter into affiliate relationships with service providers.
The effect of these relationships on competing small-entity service providers is
unknown. Further, if affiliate relationships were to become more common, smaller
lenders may be placed at a competitive disadvantage.

Potential Impacts on Small Entities of Alternative #2 (Shared Responsibility for Delivery)
 It is difficult to assess the net impact of this alternative approach relative to the current set of
rules because lenders and settlement agents already are legally and practically responsible for
different components of the final disclosures.
Additional Alternatives Considered
 The CFPB has also considered making the settlement agent solely responsible for providing
the Settlement Disclosure to the consumer. However, the CFPB understands that settlement
agents may not have access to much of the information regarding loan terms that must be
disclosed in the Settlement Disclosure.
E. Retention of Compliance Records


24

Currently, creditors must retain evidence of compliance with Regulation Z for two years after
the date on which a disclosure (such as the early or final TIL) was required to be given. In
addition, lenders must retain copies of a completed HUD-1 settlement statement and related
documents for five years after settlement and must retain documentation of any reason for
reissuing the GFE for no less than 3 years after settlement.

Section 1419 of the Dodd-Frank Act, adding section 128(a)(17) to TILA.
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Comprehensive data on the extent to which settlement costs and interest rates change
between the initial and final disclosures will improve the CFPB’s ability to monitor
compliance with applicable requirements and to better protect consumers against potentially
illegitimate increases in settlement costs and interest rates. Accordingly, the CFPB is
considering proposing new data retention requirements for the Loan Estimate and the
Settlement Disclosure. Specifically, lenders would be required to maintain standardized,
machine-readable, electronic versions of the Loan Estimates and Settlement Disclosures they
deliver to a consumer and the reasons for any changes to the information provided in those
disclosures. A proposed retention period is to be determined.



To reduce the burden on small entities, the CFPB is considering proposing to exempt them
from new electronic data retention requirements. A question to the SERs addresses the types
and amounts of costs that small entities might expect to incur from such a retention
requirement.

Potential Impacts on Small Entities
Benefits
 Electronic records retention could reduce lenders’ storage overhead costs, particularly if they
do not utilize fully automated electronic systems currently. It also may allow them to adopt
more efficient or systematic procedures for compliance or other purposes.
Costs
 The proposal that lenders retain standardized, machine-readable, electronic versions of the
disclosures could result in potentially significant one-time costs to reconfigure or develop
existing systems and software as well as ongoing software and systems costs.


As noted above, the CFPB is considering exempting small entities from the new data
retention requirements. Small entities’ compliance costs would depend in part on the extent
to which small entities already rely on electronic document processing and retention.
Smaller entities may be more likely to not use fully automated electronic systems, and, thus,
to face a greater burden from this requirement.25 Small entities’ compliance costs may be
mitigated if, as a result of any new requirement, vendors developed new software and
systems targeting these entities. The CFPB wishes to collect additional information about the
costs small entities would incur to comply with such requirements.

F. Additional Proposals Under Consideration
1. Definition of Finance Charge


The standard disclosure of the cost of credit under TILA is the APR, which is the finance
charge expressed as a yearly rate. The finance charge is mostly interest, and also includes

25

At the time of the 2008 RESPA rule, HUD noted that originators could retain documentation in a case binder,
suggesting that paper documentation was common at that time. It is unknown whether, as a result of the 2008
RESPA rule or other developments, lenders’ use of electronic record-keeping has increased.
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certain one-time charges. TILA defines the finance charge broadly to include “any charge
payable directly or indirectly by the consumer and imposed directly or indirectly by the
creditor as an incident to or a condition of the extension of credit” and “does not include
charges of a type payable in a comparable cash transaction.”


Despite this broad definition, TILA and Regulation Z exclude many types of charges from
the finance charge, especially for mortgage transactions. Concerns have been raised that
these exclusions undermine the potential usefulness of the APR as a simple tool to compare
the total cost of one loan to another, a basic purpose of TILA. In addition, these exclusions
may encourage lenders to shift the cost of credit to excluded fees, which could be inefficient
and also may increase regulatory burden and litigation risk.



The CFPB is considering proposing to remove many of these exclusions, as the Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System (FRB) proposed in 2009.26 The table on the next
page illustrates the FRB proposal:

26

See 74 Fed. Reg. 43,232 (Aug. 26, 2009) (http://edocket.access.gpo.gov/2009/pdf/E9-18119.pdf).
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Specific Exclusions from Finance Charge
TILA
Current Reg Z
Security interest related
charges
Fees for title search or
title exam
Document preparation
fees
Escrows for taxes and
insurance
Notary fees
Appraisal/inspection fees
Credit report fees
Property insurance
premiums
Closing agent charges

Voluntary credit
insurance premiums
Voluntary debt
cancellation or
suspension fees
Charges for paying
items that overdraw an
account
Late fees/similar default
or delinquency charges
Fees for participation in
a credit plan
Application fee
Forfeited interest

Specifically
excluded
Specifically
excluded
Specifically
excluded
Specifically
excluded
Specifically
excluded
Specifically
excluded
Specifically
excluded
Specifically
excluded if certain
conditions are met
Specifically
excluded, if certain
conditions met
Specifically
excluded, if certain
conditions met
No specific
exclusion
No specific
exclusion

Specifically
excluded
Specifically
excluded
Specifically
excluded
Specifically
excluded
Specifically
excluded
Specifically
excluded
Specifically
excluded
Specifically
excluded if certain
conditions are met
Specifically
excluded, if certain
conditions met
Specifically
excluded, if certain
conditions met
Specifically
excluded, if certain
conditions met
Specifically
excluded

No specific
exclusion
No specific
exclusion
No specific
exclusion
No specific
exclusion

Specifically
excluded
Specifically
excluded
Specifically
excluded
Specifically
excluded

27

2009 Proposal
Not excluded27
Not excluded
Not excluded
Not excluded
Not excluded
Not excluded
Not excluded
Specifically excluded
if certain conditions
are met
Not excluded

Not excluded

Not excluded

Not excluded

Specifically excluded
Not excluded
Not excluded
Not excluded

TILA and Regulation Z define finance charge broadly to include any charge payable directly or indirectly by the
consumer and imposed directly or indirectly by the creditor as an incident to the extension of credit, but specifically
exclude many charges. The FRB’s 2009 proposal would have removed the exclusions for certain charges, thereby
including them in the finance charge.
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Potential Impacts on Small Entities
Benefits
 The revised definition of finance charge would likely reduce compliance burdens, regulatory
uncertainty, and litigation risks for creditors who must provide accurate TILA disclosures.
Costs
 Implementing the new calculations would presumably require new or updated software and
compliance systems, as well as associated costs for training employees. A question for the
SERs is whether these costs would be mitigated by routine software and systems upgrades
and the extent to which vendors would be likely to offer them, e.g., free updates and training.


Entities might incur one-time costs in obtaining legal advice regarding the changes to the
calculations. A question to SERs asks about the expected cost of such legal advice.



This proposal would likely result in increased APRs for many loans. As a result, more loans
may cross federal and state high cost/high price loan thresholds, which in turn can trigger
additional underwriting and other requirements.

2. Implementation Timing for New Disclosures Mandated by Dodd-Frank Act


Title XIV of the Dodd-Frank Act amends TILA and RESPA to add new disclosures that must
be provided in the Loan Estimate or Settlement Disclosure (e.g., disclosure of escrow
payment amounts and aggregate settlement charges). In addition, Title XIV adds other new
mortgage disclosure requirements (e.g., warnings regarding negative amortization and state
anti-deficiency laws). Although the Dodd-Frank Act does not specifically include these new
disclosures in the Loan Estimate and Settlement Disclosure, the CFPB believes these forms
should include the new disclosures.



Title XIV provides the regulations required by Title XIV or by amendments to enumerated
consumer laws must be final by January 21, 2013. Those final rules would take effect not
later than 12 months after the date of issuance. Any section of Title XIV for which final
rules have not been issued by January 21, 2013 will take effect on that date by operation of
law. Title XIV requires final regulations implementing these new mortgage disclosures to be
issued by January 21, 2013, and provides that those final regulations must take effect not
later than 12 months after that date (i.e., not later than January 21, 2014). If final regulations
are not issued by January 21, 2013, the Title XIV disclosures will take effect and become
binding immediately.



The CFPB believes that finalizing rules implementing the Title XIV disclosures
simultaneously with the final TILA-RESPA rule would improve the overall effectiveness of
the integrated TILA-RESPA disclosures. In addition, developing final rules simultaneously
would reduce the burden on lenders since lenders would need to implement only one set of
revised disclosure rules, rather than potentially needing to implement revised disclosure rules
at least twice in a short period. However, it may not be possible to issue a final TILARESPA rule by January 21, 2013.
20



Accordingly, the CFPB is considering a proposal to use its authority under TILA, RESPA,
and the Dodd-Frank Act to exempt lenders from compliance with the Title XIV disclosure
requirements temporarily until the TILA-RESPA disclosure rule takes effect.

IV. OTHER FEDERAL RULES


As intended by the Dodd-Frank Act, the proposals under consideration would consolidate the
overlapping and, in some cases, duplicative mortgage disclosure regulations under TILA and
RESPA into a single set of requirements and resolve any conflicts between the two. The
CFPB is not aware of any other federal regulations that duplicate, overlap, or conflict with
the proposals under consideration.

V. POTENTIAL IMPACT ON COST OF CREDIT TO SMALL ENTITIES


Section 603(d) of the Regulatory Flexibility Act requires the CFPB to consult with small
entities regarding the potential impact of the proposals under consideration on the cost of
credit for small entities and related matters.28



At this time, there is no evidence that the proposals under consideration would result in an
increase in the cost of credit for small entities. The proposals under consideration only
would apply to mortgage loans obtained by consumers primarily for personal, family, or
household purposes. They would not apply to loans obtained primarily for business
purposes.



The CFPB, however, will seek the advice and recommendations of the SERs during the
SBREFA outreach session regarding this issue.

28

See 5 U.S.C. 603(d).
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Attachment A
Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act
(Pub. L. 111-203, approved July 21, 2010)
Excerpts on Requirements for Integrated TILA-RESPA Mortgage Disclosures

SEC. 1032. DISCLOSURES.
*

*

*

*

*

(f) COMBINED MORTGAGE LOAN DISCLOSURE.—Not later than 1 year after the
designated transfer date, the Bureau shall propose for public comment rules and model
disclosures that combine the disclosures required under the Truth in Lending Act and sections 4
and 5 of the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act of 1974, into a single, integrated disclosure
for mortgage loan transactions covered by those laws, unless the Bureau determines that any
proposal issued by the Board of Governors and the Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development carries out the same purpose.

SEC. 1098. AMENDMENTS TO THE REAL ESTATE SETTLEMENT PROCEDURES
ACT OF 1974.
The Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act of 1974 (12 U.S.C. 2601 et seq.) is amended—
*

*

*

*

*

(2) in section 4 (12 U.S.C. 2603)—
(A) in subsection (a), by striking the first sentence and inserting the following: “The Bureau shall
publish a single, integrated disclosure for mortgage loan transactions (including real estate
settlement cost statements) which includes the disclosure requirements of this section and
section 5, in conjunction with the disclosure requirements of the Truth in Lending Act that, taken
together, may apply to a transaction that is subject to both or either provisions of law. The
purpose of such model disclosure shall be to facilitate compliance with the disclosure
requirements of this title and the Truth in Lending Act, and to aid the borrower or lessee in
understanding the transaction by utilizing readily understandable language to simplify
the technical nature of the disclosures.”;
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SEC. 1100A. AMENDMENTS TO THE TRUTH IN LENDING ACT.
The Truth in Lending Act (15 U.S.C. 1601 et seq.) is amended—
*

*

*

*

*

(5) in section 105(b) (15 U.S.C. 1604(b)), by striking the first sentence and inserting the
following: “The Bureau shall publish a single, integrated disclosure for mortgage loan
transactions (including real estate settlement cost statements) which includes the disclosure
requirements of this title in conjunction with the disclosure requirements of the Real Estate
Settlement Procedures Act of 1974 that, taken together, may apply to a transaction that is subject
to both or either provisions of law. The purpose of such model disclosure shall be to facilitate
compliance with the disclosure requirements of this title and the Real Estate Settlement
Procedures Act of 1974, and to aid the borrower or lessee in understanding the transaction by
utilizing readily understandable language to simplify the technical nature of the disclosures.”;
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Attachment B-1
Loan Estimate – Alternative Prototype #1
[See attached]
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Attachment B-2
Loan Estimate – Alternative Prototype #2
[See attached]
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Attachment C-1
Settlement Disclosure – Alternative Prototype #1
[See attached]
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Attachment C-2
Settlement Disclosure – Alternative Prototype #2
[See attached]
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